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Abstract—The paradigm of shared spectrum that allows spec-
trum bands that are underutilized by primary owners to be
exploited opportunistically by secondary devices has been a
subject of intense research in recent years. The 2008 FCC rule-
making allowing unlicensed use of underutilized DTV white space
represented the first step in that direction and elicited similar
efforts in other countries. The 2012 PCAST report [5] in the U.S.
pushed this new trend further by advocating shared use of 1000
MHz of federal government spectrum with commercial systems
and set the goal to release 500 MHz of spectrum by 2022. As
a first step towards this goal, the FCC targeted 3550-3700 MHz
band used primarily by naval radars and fixed satellite station
for release. As of writing of this paper, the FCC has announced
the first set of rules for this band to enable deployment of low-
powered network technologies like small cells.

The proposed rules require a Spectrum Access System (SAS),
akin to a TV Database (TVDB) to implement an innovative
three-tiered spectrum management system – dynamic incumbents
in the top tier, Priority Access License (PAL) users in the
second tier and Generalized Authorized Access (GAA) users in
the third tier. Realizing this vision requires a new end-to-end
architecture, component protocols and novel radio systems. Our
paper represents a step in this direction. Specifically, we present
our candidate architecture and its end-to-end implementation
that includes a scalable SAS to activate dynamic exclusion zones
for incumbent protection, manage primary/secondary devices
and dynamically assign spectrum. We present a new protocol
– Protocol for Tiered Access to Shared Spectrum (PTASS) for
transactions between network entities in the architecture. We also
describe in detail our prototype end-to-end 3.5 GHz LTE/Wi-Fi
testbed. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first paper
about the 3.5 GHz shared spectrum access system and the first
end-to-end trial of a live 3.5 GHz wireless communications in
practice.

I. INTRODUCTION

Regulatory bodies world-wide are facing increased de-
mand for sub-6 GHz spectrum needed to build future ultra-
broadband wireless networks that must keep up with antic-
ipated exponential growth in wireless data traffic. To that
end, they are increasingly pursuing policy innovations based
on the paradigm of shared spectrum that allows spectrum
bands that are underutilized by primary owners to be exploited
opportunistically by secondary devices. The 2008 FCC rule-
making [1]–[3] allowing unlicensed use of underutilized Dig-
ital Television (DTV) white space represented the first step in
that direction and elicited similar efforts in other countries. It
introduced the concept of a geo-location based database called
TV Database (TVDB) that performed two key functions: (1)

implement exclusion zones for protection of primary devices
such as TV transmitters and wireless microphones and com-
pute available unused TV channels. (2) provide information
on unused DTV channels available for unlicensed use to
any secondary device that presents its geo-location. Despite
extensive research, a few small-scale network trials and FCC
approval of six TVDB operators, DTV whitespace has not
experienced significant use in commercial wireless networks.

However, the 2012 PCAST report [5] in the U.S. pushed the
shared spectrum debate further along by announcing govern-
ment’s intentions to explore novel technologies and spectrum
policies to share 1000 MHz of federal government spectrum
with commercial systems. As the first step towards this goal,
the FCC targeted release of 3550-3700 MHz band used pri-
marily by high-powered Department of Defense (DoD) radar
systems for ground-based, shipboard, and airborne platforms
and non-federal Fixed Satellite Service (FSS) earth stations.

As of writing of this paper, FCC has announced the first
set of rules for this band, termed Citizens Broadband Radio
Service (CBRS), to enable deployment of relatively low-
powered network technologies like small cells [4], [6], [7].
Some of the key aspects of this innovative framework are as
follows: (1) The rules require a SAS system that is similar
to a TVDB to implement an innovative three-tiered spectrum
management system (Figure 1) – dynamic incumbents in the
top tier, Priority Access License (PAL) users in the second tier
and Generalized Authorized Access (GAA) users in the third
tier. The incumbents which have the highest priority spectrum
access, can require all secondary systems in a spatial region
to relinquish all or portions of spectrum at any time. The
secondary devices from the PAL tier are allocated exclusive
channels that provide guaranteed interference protection, much
like traditional long term licenses. The GAA tier provides no
interference protection and therefore, allows multiple indepen-
dent networks to use a given channel not used by incumbent
or PAL user. (2) Rules define PAL licenses in terms of 10
MHz spectrum blocks allocated for three years duration over
spatial regions as small as a census block. A PAL owner
can acquire multiple PAL licenses and stack them together in
space and time to create up to 40 MHz of spectrum chunks,
valid over a very large spatial region. (3) Out of 150 MHZ
spectrum in 3550-3700 MHz, 70 MHz is reserved for PAL
and remaining 80 MHz is available for GAA devices. FCC
also advocates a ”use-it-or-share-it” rule that allows GAA
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Fig. 1: Tiered spectrum access in 3.5 GHz band.

devices to access entire 150 MHz when PAL devices do not
use their allocation. (4) The rules define two types of devices:
Category A similar to indoor/outdoor small cells and Category
B for point-to-point use. In order to successfully accomplish
protection from harmful interference, the FCC ruling currently
considers geographical Exclusive Zones for Incumbent Access
tier. In case of naval radars, these zones which were initially
proposed to be prohibitively large – up to 150+ Km along coast
line due to calculations based on macro-cellular deployment
[8] have now been shrunk 77% as per more recent the National
Telecommunications and Information Administrations (NTIA)
calculations [21]. Likewise, non-federal FSS earth stations
should be protected with exclusive zones up to 107.4 km
against long-term interference and 487 km against short-term
interference. These stations operate in receive-only mode from
space to earth in 3600-3650 MHz and 37 such stations are
deployed in the U.S. On the other hand, to protect PAL users
from harmful interference from GAA users, the SAS should
determine and assign channels to Citizens Broadband Service
Devices (CBSDs) using the information collected from CBSDs
such as their geo-location, engineering parameters, and spec-
trum sensing report. The rules thus require that the SAS should
be able to (1) actively assign, reassign, and deactivate channels
to secondary users to implement the tiered interruptible access,
(2) minimize interference to PAL users from unlicensed GAA
users, and (3) minimize aggregate interference from secondary
transmissions to incumbent operations.

The FCC rules merely provide a framework for 3.5 GHz
shared spectrum ecosystem. Successful implementation of
this framework in large scale commercial networks requires
significant new research on the design and implementation
of an end-to-end architecture, its component protocols, and
subsystems such as 3.5 GHz PAL/GAA access points and
client devices. In this paper, we report our work in that
direction. Our main contributions are as follows:

• We propose a system architecture that consists of two
separate logical SASs - a commercial SAS (C-SAS) and
a federal SAS (F-SAS) to effectively scale management
of incumbent protection and secondary spectrum use.

• We design and implement a new protocol named Protocol
for Tired Access to Shared Spectrum (PTASS) for the
communication among C-SAS, F-SAS, and CBSDs.

• We design and implement a C-SAS prototype to demon-
strate tiered spectrum management. Furthermore, we im-
plement F-SAS and CBSD emulators to evaluate our C-
SAS prototype.

• We design and build 3.5 GHz LTE and Wi-Fi Radio
Access Network (RAN) components – namely LTE eNB
small cells, Wi-Fi Access Points (AP) and corresponding
client devices that support 2x2 MIMO. We also integrate
the LTE eNB and Wi-Fi APs with spectrum sensors and
implement CBSD controller software.

A. Outline

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section II
presents in detail our end-to-end system architecture and
details of the PTASS protocol. Section III discusses the
design and implementation of software components such as
the C-SAS prototype and F-SAS/CBSD emulators. Section IV
describes implementation of our hardware prototype and the
salient aspects of the eNB, AP and client software. Finally,
we discuss future work in Section V and conclude this study
in Section VI.

II. END-TO-END ARCHITECTURE FOR 3.5 GHZ SHARED
SPECTRUM

Figure 2 illustrates our end-to-end architecture for use of
3.5 GHz spectrum in infrastructure based wireless networks.
It consists of three main elements: (1) a Commercial SAS
(C-SAS), (2) a Federal SAS (F-SAS) and (3) various Radio
Access Networks (RANs) containing CBSDs that can use 3.5
GHz spectrum.

The F-SAS entity handles all the information about the
incumbent systems. It collects and provides information about
the space, time and frequency over which the incumbent
systems are in operation. In case of systems for which location
and activity parameters are not classified, the incumbent can
explicitly provide to the F-SAS such information in the
form of a spatial and temporal exclusion zone. For classified,
mission-critical systems such as naval radars, for which such
information cannot be revealed, alternate means are necessary.
Recently, Google, Federated Wireless et al. [24] proposed the
concept of a network of Dedicated Listening Devices (DLDs)
or spectrum sensors aimed at observing and estimating primary
activity. The current FCC rules [4] support a general concept
similar to DLD called Environment Sensing Capability (ESC).
Such a ESC (DLD) network can supply observations to the F-
SAS which can then estimate the extent of spatio-temporal
exclusion zone and propagate it to the C-SAS.

The C-SAS implements two primary functions to support
tiered access:

(1) CBSD channel management: assign mutually exclusive
channels to PAL and GAA users at a given location and
time when incumbent is not using the spectrum outside of
an exclusion zone. Inefficient sub-optimal channel allocation
to CBSDs can result in poor secondary network capacity and
ultimately, impair business case for use of the 3.5 GHz band.
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Fig. 2: Overall system architecture and component entities.

To that end, such channel assignment can meet two sets of
goals:

Maximum GAA capacity: As per the PCAST report [5] and
FCC 3.5 GHz NPRM [6], GAA devices by definition cannot
expect interference protection and must accept interference
from other co-channel transmitters. This means, in a given
region, multiple GAA devices belonging to different or same
entity (owner) can be assigned the same channel. The C-
SAS can actively manage interference environment for a given
GAA channel by admission control to maximize wireless
capacity for all GAA devices that use it.

Maximum PAL protection and capacity: The C-SAS can ac-
tively assign channels to PAL owners to offer best interference
protection. A PAL device using channel M may experience
adjacent channel interference (M−1, M+1 or for that matter
M−k, M+k for k > 0) caused by Incumbent Tier-1 systems
and Tier-3 GAA devices. Therefore, C-SAS can reassign GAA
devices to an empty or in-use GAA channel to guarantee
exclusive access to PAL devices if a new PAL device requests
a channel that is being opportunistically exploited by GAA
devices.

(2) Incumbent protection: dynamically monitor activation of
an incumbent exclusion zone and inform, interrupt and reas-
sign all CBSDs inside exclusion zone that are impacted and
need to vacate the channel. Optionally, collect measurements
and employ spatial data processing techniques to improve
dynamic exclusion zone estimates.

Since, the C-SAS manages and monitors all PAL/GAA
CBSDs that need access to 3.5 GHz spectrum, it requires
that such devices register their geo-location, device type (PAL,
GAA or Both), and RF-front end specification such as max-
imum transmit power, antenna height and gain, receive filter

characteristics, etc. In addition, the need of incumbent and
PAL protection requires the C-SAS to actively track device
population in PAL and GAA tiers and channel(s) that each
device is operating. Therefore, the CBSD devices must report
the list of channels it will operate in and the C-SAS must
maintain a state record such as CBSD Device ID, IP address,
location, next time epoch of expected contact and channels
used in its database to track at all times. This back reporting
is an essential aspect of 3.5 GHz due to need for near instant
interruption of secondary devices in the event the primary
system turns on. Such back reporting is not required in TV
databases as the model of primary reclaiming spectrum is in
the form of sparse activity of microphones that make a priori
reservations in the database.

A. CBSD Channel management in C-SAS

Given N 10 MHz channels and k PAL licenses sold in a
region R, the C-SAS tackles two distinct channel management
problems:.

• PAL Channel Management: (1) If channels are statically
allocated to PAL owners, up to k channels are used
for meeting demand of k licenses. The owners of the
licenses configure these channels in their network using
their preferred technology (e.g.: LTE). (2) If channels are
dynamically allocated to PAL owners, the C-SAS solves
the problem of how to allocate k out of N channels.

• GAA channel Assignment: After PAL channel assignment
of k channels, the C-SAS assigns remaining (N − k)
channels to the GAA devices. We envision two models
for how C-SAS can manage these channels to variable
degree: (1) Open Loop and (2) Closed Loop
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1) Open Loop GAA Channel Management: In this unman-
aged mode of channel management, the SAS does not dictate
which of the available channels a GAA device can use. Two
variants are possible:

Basic Open Loop Here upon receiving a GAA device
channel request at location L, the SAS looks up available
(N − k) channels at the location and provides the entire
list. The device selects one or more channels from this list
based on its local measurements and other criteria (e..g: traffic
needs, time-of-day, energy constraints etc.) and notifies those
channels to SAS.

Enhanced Open Loop Here C-SAS plays ”an advisory role”
to improve channel management and interference by providing
hints on what channels a GAA device can use to experi-
ence better interference environment and better performance.
Specifically, for each channel in the available (N−k) channel,
the C-SAS provides an estimate of observed activity level –
based on how many CBSD devices (APs) are currently using
the channel, the amount of traffic load, observed received
signal strength indicator (RSSI), etc. at the requesting location
L. Using these estimates, the C-SAS creates a ranked list
in the descending order of quality. Here, the highest ranked
channel is the best channel. The GAA device picks one or
more of these best-ranked channels and performs mandatory
back report of the list of in use channels. Note that it is entirely
optional for GAA devices to exploit the hints. Therefore, the
operation is considered open loop mode as the C-SAS has no
control on how CBSD picks a GAA channel despite its help.
It works best when the GAA devices are cooperative devices.
Also, in this mode, both data collection and processing com-
plexity are increased to support the ”dynamic channel hints”.

2) Closed Loop GAA Channel Management: In this mode,
the C-SAS plays an active role of a channel manager (and even
an enforcer) and assigns channels to the GAA tier CBSDs.
The channels assigned by the C-SAS are mandatory in that
the CBSDs must use only the assigned channel and nothing
else. Much the same as in the enhanced open loop option,
the C-SAS creates a ranked order list in the descending order
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of quality and uses it to solve a channel allocation problem.
Specifically, the C-SAS creates a model of interference rela-
tions, such as an interference graph (Figure 3), using physical
interference model (based on the RF propagation model, trans-
mitter power, physical distance between transmitters, terrain,
etc.) [10]–[12] between all GAA CBSDs in the region and
solves the channel allocation problem. Note that the same
channel can be allocated to neighboring or nearby GAA
devices and their interference relationship can be captured
using a penalty function Pi,j in Figure 3. A non-zero value of
Pi,j indicates amount of co-channel interference between two
interfering nodes when they are assigned the same channel.
If the two nodes are assigned different channels, then Pi,j

captures adjacent channel interference.
Note that closed loop channel model can also be applied to

dynamically assign channels to base stations of multiple PAL
license holders in a region. In this case, exclusive nature of
PALs requires that the base stations of different operators in
the region must be assigned different channels. Such inter-



provider conflict is modeled in the interference graph by
inserting an interference edge between any two graph nodes
that correspond to base station of different operators. The
penalty function for such edges is set to Pi,j =∞ to signify
that the two nodes cannot ever be given the same channel.

Our architecture envisions three types of CBSD networks
(Figure 2): (1) A traditional cellular operator deploying small
cells that combine traditional licensed bands with 3.5 GHz
PAL channels and optionally 3.5 GHz GAA channels. Here
the small cell CBSDs report to the operator Self Organizing
Network (SON) server or Element Management Server (EMS)
which serves as a CBSD proxy and manages all interaction
with the C-SAS. (2) A cable Wi-Fi operator or emerging fiber-
to-home operators such as Google, which can combine 3.5
GHz PAL/GAA channels with traditional Wi-Fi access points.
Here as well, the operator may deploy a domain proxy (DP)
server to aggregate the signaling to the C-SAS. (3) A new class
of indoor operator networks deployed in large enterprises,
venues such as high rise buildings, train stations, airports,
etc. which can combine 3.5 GHz PAL/GAA channels to offer
capacity to in-building users. Here a domain proxy server is
able to aggregate the signaling traffic to the C-SAS.

B. Organizing Multiple SAS servers

The F-SAS and C-SAS are abstract and logical entities and
their practical implementation must account for requirements
of scalability and competitive business models. To that end,
we envision that the 3.5 GHz spectrum over entire USA
can be managed by a large collection of Regional SAS
server domains – each designated to manage spectrum in a
large subset of the region such as multiple cities or states.
Figure 4(a) illustrates an example of four regional SAS server
domains independently managing spectrum in four sub-regions
R1, R2, R3, R4. These server domains need to coordinate
spectrum assignments in the areas where two or more regions
border [12].

Further, the FCC FNPRM [4] policy mandate envisions
SAS be operated as a competitive business and as such,
each regional SAS domain may consist of SAS servers from
multiple companies. In the example in Figure 4(b), four
different SAS servers operated by four different companies –
RSAS-Company 1 to RSAS-Company 4 collectively manage
3.5 GHz spectrum in Region R1 and CBSDs from this region
can connect to any of the four servers to access basic spectrum
access service. Each SAS may provide additional value-added
service for a price. However, the SASes must peer with each
other using a peering protocol and guarantee consistent and
correct channel allocation.

Note that each regional SAS company may implement its
SAS server using cloud and network function virtualization
(NFV) paradigms. This means each regional SAS implemen-
tation may span multiple machines in one or more data centers.

With this prelude on the architecture and organization of
multi-SAS ecosystem, in the following, we present our new
signaling protocol called PTASS.

C. PTASS Protocol

PTASS, which stands for Protocol for Tiered Access to
Shared Spectrum, provides the necessary messaging substrate
between the F-SAS, C-SAS, and CBSD. The protocol is
inspired from the IETF standard Protocol to Access White
Space (PAWS) designed in the context of DTV whitespace
[13]. It supports simple, intuitive and efficient HTTP-based
REQUEST/RESPONSE message exchange mechanism using
JavaScript Object Notation (JSON) as data object [25].

PTASS uses HTTPS transaction to guarantee secure mes-
sage exchange, specifically HTTP REQ/RESP with HTTP
post. We also support two communication modes for PTASS
message exchange: asynchronous and synchronous transac-
tions. In the asynchronous mode, the recipient, either C-SAS
or CBSD, immediately sends an acknowledgment on success-
ful reception of a PTASS REQ message through a HTTP
response and ends the HTTP connection. After processing
the received request, new HTTP connection is initiated in
the opposite direction of the request in order to deliver a
PTASS RESP message. The synchronous transaction is used
only when the recipient needs to handle error(s) in the request
message. This allows the implementation to minimize the
number of active, alive TCP connections – a critical resource
especially on the C-SAS side. On the other hand, in the
synchronous mode, the PTASS RESP message is sent over
the HTTP response after holding the HTTP connection open
during the request process.

The full version of protocol is under review in a multi-
stakeholder standardization group on spectrum sharing1 and
here we present only key features.

A typical sequence of PTASS operations, illustrated in
Figure 5(a), is as follows:

• Designated SAS Discovery (INIT REQ/RESP) A CBSD
sends an initialization message including device cre-
dentials (e.g.: operator identity), geo-location and other
information to a well- known Portal C-SAS. The portal
C-SAS maintains the latest database for the serving C-
SAS. Once the C-SAS receives an initialization message,
it responds with information for a corresponding C-SAS
serving the CBSD geo-location.

• Device Registration (REGISTRATION REQ/RESP) The
CBSD sends a registration message to the designated
serving C-SAS in order to prove its rights to access the
spectrum. The successful registration-response message
to a verified CBSD contains a Ticket – issued per network
interface and valid only for certain time period during
which it can be used for further queries to obtain and
activate available spectrum. The default value in our
implementation is set it to 24 hours but it can be changed
to any amount of time to meet the C-SAS operation
policy. The Ticket mechanism provides enhanced security
and anonymity.

1A full technical report [9] with detailed message and packet formats of
the latest version of protocol is available upon request.
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• Available Spectrum Request (AVAIL SECTRUM
REQ/RESP) The CBSD sends an available spectrum
request message to the C-SAS, the response to which
contains one or more available channels depending on the
channel assignment model (described in Section II-A).

• Spectrum Use Request (Spectrum USE REQ/RESP)
The CBSD sends a spectrum-usage request message to
the C-SAS in order to inform its intention to operate
within the assigned spectrum. The response message
confirms its operation.

• Performance Report (PERF REPORT NOTIFY) The
CBSD periodically sends a performance report to the C-
SAS which can utilize it for performance improvement
by optimizing channel assignment. The report can contain
metrics for (1) observed performance in the in-use chan-
nels such as number of retransmissions, average through-
put, end-to-end delay, throughput and delay variance and
(2) spectral energy scan observed in adjacent channels
and optionally in the entire 150 MHz of CBRS band.

• Ticket Renew Request (TICKET RENEW REQ/RESP)
The CBSD sends a ticket renewal request message to
extend the validity of previously assigned ticket. The
renewal depends on if the C-SAS allows the extension
or terminates the ticket due to various reasons (such as
scheduled incumbent activity, or channel re-assignment).

• Relocation Request (RELOCATION REQ/RESP) The
CBSD sends a relocation request message to inform
that its location has changed more than the required
geographical threshold - specifically if location change
exceeds 50 meters horizontal and 3 meters elevation from
the last reported location [4], and checks if the current
C-SAS can still serve at the new location. The C-SAS
checks if the updated location is still in it’s spatial and
business jurisdiction and the previously assigned channel
is valid at the new location.

• Termination Notify (TERMINATION NOTIFY) The
CBSD sends a termination notification to the C-SAS
when it stops the operation in the assigned spectrum. The
C-SAS updates its database to free the spectrum resource
for assignment to other CBSDs.

In the asynchronous mode, our proposed communication

mechanism assumes that both CBSD and C-SAS support
the http server-service, which enables the C-SAS
to send a notification message to the CBSD in order to
reassign spectrum or deactivate its operation for performance
optimization and higher-tiered access protection. Due to the
active request from the C-SAS, it is able to immediately assign
new spectrum to the CBSD, protect higher-tiered users from
the harmful interference caused by lower/same tiered users.
Moreover, it helps performance optimization by requesting
additional performance report by the C-SAS. Figure 5 (b)
shows message exchange triggered by the C-SAS.

Figure 5 (c) shows message exchange between C-SAS and
F-SAS. Every C-SAS must be registered to the F-SAS (via
REGISTRATION_REQ/RESP) in order to query incumbent
information by providing its authority. In the procedure of
incumbent request, the C-SAS can configure the schedule of
incumbent access activity by using the information in the
INCUMBENT_RESP message. Therefore, the C-SAS must
reassign or deactivate their CBSDs to protect the incumbent
users. When the F-SAS needs to inform new incumbent sched-
ule or update the existing activity in the 3.5 GHz spectrum,
the F-SAS shall notify the C-SAS with the updated schedule
via INCUMBENT_NOTIFY message.

III. DESIGN OF C-SAS SERVER

Figure 6 depicts the functional components and their in-
teractions in our C-SAS software. Our implementation relies
on multi-threading to allow component modules to perform
their roles independently and simultaneously. We also use
thread-safe blocking queue for data transfer between modules.
The modules that process a large number of tasks internally
maintain a thread pool to quickly invoke each task as a
single thread. We implement our C-SAS prototype using Java
platform and its libraries such as concurrent package and
HTTP library and MySQL for the database system.

1) Communication Manager: The main function of the
communication manager is to establish HTTPS connections
and communicate with CBSDs, domain proxies (DPs) and F-
SAS in order to exchange information. It consists of HTTPS
Server Manager, HTTPS Client Manager, Input Message
Queue, and Output Message Queue. The HTTPS Server
Manager opens the HTTPS socket and waits for requests
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from CBSDs. It receives and accepts the HTTP request and
enqueues the received PTASS message in the Input Message
Queue. The HTTPS Client Manager takes PTASS message
from the Output Message Queue and sends it to corresponding
client.

2) Message Handle Layer: The Message Handle Layer
including Message Parser and Message Generator is respon-
sible for encoding/decoding of PTASS messages. First, The
Message Parser decodes a PTASS message and converts it
into an event based on its message type by taking a PTASS
message from the Input Message Queue. Then, the generated
event is passed to the Event Classifier which correctly puts it
into Input Event Queue of Incumbent or CBSD Manager. Also,
the Message Generator takes an event from the Output Event
Queue in order to encode it to a PTASS message and adds the
message to the Output Message Queue in the Communication
Manager.

3) Incumbent Manager: The Incumbent Manager is dedi-
cated to processing incumbent events from F-SAS. It analyzes
and process the events from the Input Event Queue and passes
the incumbent information to Storage Engine which saves
or updates in the database and creates tasks for handling
incumbent activation/deactivation. The tasks are added into the
Incumbent Scheduler that can schedule commands in temporal
order to execute periodically. The scheduler puts incumbent in-
formation into Computing Queue in order to reassign channel
to CBSDs inside exclusive zone of incumbent.

4) CBSD Manager: The CBSD Manager handles the events
enqueued in its event queue by CBSDs or DPs. The event
manager sequentially processes the events and demultiplexes it

to appropriate function block. For example, it passes the device
registration event to the Storage Engine for the database trans-
action. For the the spectrum query event, it enqueues it into
Computing Queue to assign channel to the CBSD. It sends the
performance report event to Real-time Performance Monitor
block to account for observed metrics. The CBSD manager
can also perform relevant checks before demultiplexing the
event – e.g. it can verify CBSD’s authorization to use 3.5
GHz spectrum or validity of its PAL license before sending
the event to Channel Allocator.

5) Storage Engine: The Storage Engine deals with all
database transactions such as query, insert, and update. It
provides query-related APIs to other modules such as a query
for CBSD information and engineering parameters. In case
of data manipulation events such as device registration and
channel assignment, the Storage Engine allocates a thread
to a single event, binding an instance of Storage Handler
class. This allows concurrent processing of multiple time-
consuming events using event-based asynchronous pattern.
The Storage Engine takes the result of completed task and
generates output event after the Storage Handler finishes its
database transaction. Finally, the generated event is added to
the Output Event Queue in the Message Handler Layer.

6) Computing Engine: This module implements algorithms
that compute assignment of channels in 3550-3700 MHz to
PAL and GAA CBSDs as outlined in Section II-A.

7) Real-time Performance Monitor: The main purpose of
this block is to extract statistical trends in data on performance
observed by CBSDs and detect performance degradation. It
sends a request for channel reassignment into the Computing



(a) CBSD list view shows the list of CBSDs and their parameters

(b) Map view shows geographical location of exclusive zones of
incumbents and CBSDs

Fig. 7: GUI screenshot of the C-SAS prototype.

Queue when poor performance is detected. Currently the
performance report includes parameters such as throughput,
the number of retransmissions, packet delay and Packet Error
Rate (PER).

8) GUI Manager: Screenshots of our C-SAS prototype are
shown in Figure 7. The GUI Manager provides a graphical
frontend for the real-time information on current status and
parameters of CBSDs and Incumbent users. It offers list views
of CBSD/incumbent and a map view to help visualize current
location of CBSDs and exclusive zone of incumbent users on
the geographical map.

A. F-SAS & CBSD Emulators

We designed and implemented the F-SAS and CBSD em-
ulators using Java and MySQL platform to help evaluate the
C-SAS prototype.

1) F-SAS Emulator: The important function of the F-
SAS emulator is to create a virtual incumbent event by
defining its exclusive zone as a (1) set of geographical co-
ordinates (X1, Y1), (X2, Y2), ..., (Xn, Yn), (2) operating fre-
quency range and (3) total time of operation. The emula-
tor also generates the INCUMBENT_NOTIFY message and
sends it to the authorized C-SAS in order to inform of the
newly scheduled activity or update to an ongoing activity
of the incumbent. It also answers with relevant incumbent
information through INCUMBENT_RESP when it receives
INCUMBENT_REQ from the C-SAS.
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Fig. 9: CBSD emulator: main components

The FSAS emulator implementation (Figure 8) leverages
components of the C-SAS prototype. The Communication
Manager includes HTTPS Server Manager, HTTPS Client
Manager, and two Message Queues. The HTTPS Server
Manager receives a request from C-SAS and puts into the
Input Message Queue. Also, the HTTPS Client Manager
connects to the C-SAS and sends INCUMBENT_NOTIFY
or INCUMBENT_RESP by taking messages from the Output
Message Queue in order. Message Handle Layer performs the
same role with the one in the C-SAS prototype with Message
parser/Generator and Output Event Queue. Event Handler in
Incumbent Manager takes an incumbent query event from its
Input Event Queue and processes it by querying to Storage
Handler which associates with the incumbent database. This
results in an incumbent response event which is added to the
Output Event Queue.

The F-SAS emulator can be operated through its GUI
interface. The GUI Manager module updates the GUI and
passes the new incumbent information to Event Generator
in the Incumbent Manager when a virtual incumbent is cre-
ated or updated by the user. After that, the Event Gener-
ator creates an incumbent notification event that generates
INCUMBENT_NOTIFY message delivered to the C-SAS pro-
totype and puts it in the Output Event Queue.

2) CBSD Emulator: The CBSD emulator module (shown
in Figure 9) implements concurrent operation of numerous
virtual CBSDs that independently connect to C-SAS, exchange
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Fig. 10: The state transition diagram in our CBSD emulator.

PTASS messages and perform actions like a real CBSD. A user
can create virtual CBSDs and configure their parameters such
as operator-id, location, authorization type, transmit power,
antenna height through GUI Manager. The CBSD Manager
runs a number of threads corresponding to PAL or GAA class
instances inherited from the CBSD class in a thread pool when
the emulator starts. Therefore, each thread acts like a single
CBSD node with State Machine in the class instance by
automatically generating and sending PTASS messages to the
C-SAS prototype, and updating its state. Furthermore, virtual
CBSDs are able to receive PTASS messages from the C-SAS
through their HTTPS server and update current parameters to
the local CBSD database.

The State Machine internally runs an infinite loop and
executes a corresponding method in State Handler for the
current state. The State Handler encodes an appropriate PTASS
message through Message Generator and passes the message
to HTTPS Client Manager when its method is called. Also,
a PTASS message is passed to Event handler when HTTPS
Server Manager receives it from C-SAS prototype. The Event
Handler decodes the message through Message Parser and
updates to a new state and also, notifies updates in the parsed
information to the database in case of receiving available
spectrum response or reassignment/deactivation query mes-
sage. The State module in the State Machine maintains current
state information and provides it to Event Handler and State
Handler. All database transactions such as query and update
are handled by Storage Handler. Finally, in ACTIVE state,

it periodically changes to PERFORMANCE REPORT state
in order to create a performance report including performance
parameters and spectrum sensing data and randomly with user-
defined probability to other states such as TERMINATION,
IDLE, and RELOCATION states in order to emulate a realistic
CBSD. Figure 10 describes state transition in the CBSD
Emulator.

In PERFORMANCE REPORT state, the State Handler
creates a performance report notification in Performance Re-
port Creator and passes it to the HTTPS Client Manager
like other PTASS messages to be delivered to the C-SAS.
To generate practical spectrum sensing data, we implement
several propagation models which can possibly be utilized
to the signal strength calculation in the 3.5 GHz spectrum.
The models presented in our work are empirical models and
estimate mean path loss with various parameters such as
distance between base station and receiver, antenna height,
frequency, terrain type and etc. For higher frequency band
and cellular networks, various extensions of Hata model [14]
are mostly used. Therefore, we implement four propagation
models to give choices for the emulation: Stanford University
Interim (SUI) [15], COST-231 Hata [16], ECC-33 [17], and
Ericsson model [18].

In our emulation, we assume all virtual CBSDs are capable
of performing spectrum sensing. The Performance Report
Creator in the virtual CBSD node calculates RSSI values
PRi(f) from neighboring CBSD nodes i = 1, 2, ..., n which
operate in the same frequency f . First, we calculate the PRi(f)



Fig. 11: Path loss in urban/large city environment at 10 m
transmitter and receiver antenna height and 3.5 GHz

operating frequency

as

PRi
(f) = PTi

+GTi
+GR − PL(f) (1)

where PTi and GTi are transmit power (in dBm) and
antenna gain (in dB) for any neighboring CBSD i respectively,
GR (in dB) is the receiver antenna gain, and PL(f) (in dB)
is the path loss predicted from propagation models.

Therefore, the sensed RSSI P (f) (in mW) is defined as:

P (f) =

n∑
i=1

10PRi
(f)/10 + PN (W ) (2)

where PN (W ) is the noise power which is the sum of
thermal noise over bandwidth W and Additive White Gaussian
Noise (AWGN) with normal distribution. The frequency reso-
lution for spectrum sensing in the Performance Report Creator
can be defined as a configuration parameter of the emulator.
We exclude own transmit signal strength of the sensing CBSD
because the spectrum sensing is usually performed during the
quiet period in which CBSD mutes its transmissions.

Figure 11 shows path loss predictions using four imple-
mented models and additional Free Space Path Loss (FSPL)
model. To produce these, we set the frequency to 3.5 GHz,
both transmitter and receiver antenna heights to 10 m, and the
terrain type to urban/large city. Also, the path loss formulas
and other parameters for propagation models can be found in
[19], [20]. The significant difference among empirical models
suggest needs for an accurate model using real measurement
data. Such a model can better predict coverage of secondary
devices and resulting interference and will help enhance the
performance of the channel assignment in the C-SAS.

IV. IMPLEMENTATION OF 3.5 GHZ SHARED SPECTRUM
TESTBED

Figure 12 illustrates our end-to-end 3.5 GHz LTE/Wi-Fi
testbed. It consists of three main components: (1) scalable

Fig. 12: 3.5 GHz End-to-end LTE/Wi-Fi testbed

SAS infrastructure consisting of C-SAS, F-SAS emulator and
CBSD emulator. (2) Hardware prototypes of 3.5 GHz LTE
eNB and 3.5 GHz GAA Wi-Fi Access Point (AP), and (3) 3.5
GHz LTE and Wi-Fi user equipment (UE) devices. We im-
plemented two applications – (a) CBSD Controller to manage
eNB, AP and (b) Client Controller to manage UE components
of our prototype. The AP and eNB operate as CBSD by
associating and registering with the C-SAS. The hardware
platform of the CBSD consists of a host computer, a spectrum
sensor, a IEEE 802.11n compatible dual band 2x2 MIMO
Wi-Fi card with Qualcomm Atheros AR95xx chipset and a
2x2 MIMO frequency transponder that translates 5.2/5.4/5.8
GHz frequencies to 3.5 GHz. We use standard hostapd –
a 802.11n Wi-Fi router functionality and dnsmasq – with
DHCP server functionality available in Ubuntu 14.04. Our
configuration supports the HT40 mode using 40 MHz wide
bandwidth, 400 ns short guard interval, space-time block code
(STBC) and MIMO with two dedicated antennas. The 5.8
GHz to 3.5 GHz MIMO transponders are connected to the
host computer via USB to provide the low latency control
capability that can reliably tune the operating frequency to
any 3.5 GHz channel. The antenna port of each transponder
is connected to directional Wi-Fi antennas supporting the 3.5
GHz band.

The 3.5 GHz LTE eNB consists of a 2.5 GHz LTE small
cell, a LTE-in-Box complete EPC solution and a 2x2 MIMO
transponder to convert 2.5 GHz to 3.5 GHz frequencies and
vice versa.

Lastly, we implement the spectrum sensing function, re-
quired for the performance report, using a ThinkRF WSA4000
spectrum sensor [22] capable of operating in the 100 KHz -10
GHz wide frequency range and offering an instantaneous scan
bandwidth of 125 MHz. This device is compatible with the
PyRF Python library [23] which provides classes and APIs
for device configuration such as configuration of scanning
frequency range, reading I/Q samples, Fast Fourier transform
(FFT) computation, and calibration. This capability helps our



Fig. 13: The GUI screenshot of CBSD Controller.

prototype to obtain sophisticated sensing data across entire 3.5
GHz band.

The GUI screenshot of the CBSD Controller implemented
in Python is shown in Fig 13. This software consists of
four modules, each independently running as a thread: CBSD
Manager, Frequency Controller, Channel Notifier, and Spec-
trum Sensing. The CBSD Manager connects with the C-SAS
via HTTPS in order to send/receive PTASS messages. It is
registered with the C-SAS as a CBSD and assigned a 3.5
GHz channel to operate its wireless networks. The assigned
parameters such as frequency range and the SAS issued ticket
are shown in network interface information section of the GUI.
We implemented the Frequency Controller which associates
with the transponders in order to read/write current operating
frequency via USB command. It adjusts the transponders to
the assigned frequency after the CBSD Manager receives the
SPECTRUM_USE_RESP message from the C-SAS. Before
this operation, the Channel Notifier sends the assigned channel
information to the currently connected clients. To achieve
this, the Channel Notifier opens a TCP socket and waits
for client connection. Then the socket accepts the client and
maintains the connection to notify whenever the channel is

newly assigned. Finally, the Spectrum Sensing module con-
trols the spectrum sensor and periodically performs spectrum
sensing within the 3.5 GHz shared spectrum. The generated
signal strength data is averaged for each 10 MHz channel and
displayed on the GUI. Also, it saves the sensing data into
the local noSQL database and sends a performance report
by summarizing the stored data every user-defined interval or
explicit request from the C-SAS.

We built LTE/Wi-FI UE hardware platform using the same
components and technologies used for LTE eNB and Wi-Fi
AP. Also, the Client Controller has the Frequency Controller
to set frequency of transponders via USB. In addition to
this, it shows parameters of the connected AP such as SSID,
frequency, bit rates, and signal level and receives newly as-
signed 3.5 GHz channel from the AP through TCP connection
between Frequency Receiver and Frequency Notifier in the
CBSD Controller.

We have successfully operated our end-to-end testbed to
demonstrate 105 Mbps 3.5 GHz 11n MIMO Wi-Fi throughput
and 35 Mbps SISO LTE throughput under the control of the
C-SAS prototype.



V. FUTURE WORK

For the C-SAS, we plan to study (a) channel allocation
algorithms for optimizing performance of CBSDs and channel
assignment time and (b) fast algorithms for detecting CBSD
performance degradation. We plan to investigate a cloud-
based system to further scale the C-SAS and support platform
independence. We also plan to investigate how our localized
sensing measurements can be used in near-real time to create
Radio Environment Map (REM) that accounts for incumbent
as well as secondary user activity. We will also leverage CBSD
measurements to develop better propagation model for 3.5
GHz wireless networks.

Last but not the least, we intend work with newly launched
US Government effort on spectrum sharing test-bed, specifi-
cally the National Advanced Spectrum and Communications
Test Network (NASCTN) to seek opportunities to use our test-
bed for realistic LTE/Wi-Fi co-existence testing in presence of
live incumbent radars.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we presented a novel system architecture for
3.5 GHz shared spectrum ecosystem. We discussed in detail
the component elements, namely the C-SAS, the F-SAS, and
the Wi-Fi and LTE radio access network infrastructure. We
presented the design of a new signaling protocol called PTASS
envisioned to provide messaging substrate in our architec-
ture. We have implemented the C-SAS prototype and the F-
SAS/CBSD emulators to demonstrate the PTASS transactions.
We also presented details of our live 3.5 GHz Wi-Fi/LTE test-
bed and its component applications. In summary, our paper
provides much needed proof of feasibility of incorporating
shared spectrum under the control of a spectrum management
server in the future wireless networks.
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